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The new world of work is not a future concept. It is a current reality. 

Not only has the nature of work changed, but how we organise ourselves to optimally deliver the work is also evolving. 
There’s no doubt, the advent of “Agile” is challenging traditional organisation structures and ways of working. 

How should HR practitioners and business leaders respond? 

Join the KR Future of Work seminar and explore this brave, new, agile world of work and what it takes to shift 
mindsets, behaviours, structures and practices to enable success. 

INTRODUCTION
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WHO SHOULD ATTEND
 y  HR Directors 
 y  Heads of Talent 
 y  Heads of Leadership Development 
 y  Heads of L & D 
 y  Heads of Organisational Development 
 y  Academics, Consultants, Specialists and strategists on the above areas 
 y  Business owners and anyone wanting to know more on the future of work 

 y  Gain a comprehensive guide on how your organisation can prepare for the future of work 
 y  Reinvent work in the age of digital disruption: evaluate new skills, talent requirements and opportunities 
 y  Leverage technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and automation to increase operational 

excellence and work efficiency
 y  Learn how you can augment your workforce with Intelligent technologies to drive organisational productivity 

and performance 
 y  Solve the biggest challenges you and organisation face in the future of Work from case studies and research 

findings and solutions that will be shared by thought leaders in this space 

WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND 

BUSIE MHLANGA-MJIMBA 
Conference Manager | KR

e  busie@knowres.co.za 

t  +27 (79) 591 2688 



07:30–08:15 REGISTRATION • Meet and greet seminar attendees, speakers and KR staff

08:15–08:30 Welcome by the chairperson

08:30–09:30 Key trends impacting the future of work

If there’s anything we can agree on, its that the world of work is changing… quickly. New generations, 
technologies (Artificial Intelligence, robotics, automation), new business models, globalisation, 
mobility, new behaviours and attitudes shaped by social media and the internet... the employment 
scene is changing. In this rapidly changing world “late adopter” is the same as “out of business”. 
Anyone who waits before taking the plunge will fail. 

Join Prof Twala as he gives insight on these trends. Thereafter he will be joined by Experts from 
Consulting houses to unpack the implications for organisations in order to adapt and stay relevant.

Lead Speaker  PROF BHEKISIPHO TWALA Professor in Artificial Intelligence & Data   
   Science, Director : School of Engineering, University of South Africa (UNISA) 
Panellists  TALITHA MULLER Future of Work Programme Manager, Deloitte
        EMMA EL-KAROUT Director, One Circle 

09:30–10:30 Jobs of the future: unpacking the changing employment landscape and the critical 
skills to survive and thrive in this new era 

The future of work phenomenon is already happening and not a future phenomenon.  According 
to the recently held World Economic forum at Davos, reskilling and flexible work are the main 
components of the future of work. Most people around the world will need to upskill and re-skill – 
that is a concern of many CEOs that have been surveyed in various surveys. 

This session will explore the following questions: 

 y  What are the types of skills that people will need over the short and long term?
 y  How will we build these skills? 
 y  What are the technological tools available to make workforce planning efficient? 
 y  With flexible working being the new norm, how can organisations find the balance in remote 

working and enhance performance? 

Join Linda Van der Loo as she gives insight on the above. Thereafter she will be joined by Jessica 
Matthysen and Debbie Craig to unpack the implications for organisations in order to adapt and stay 
relevant.

Lead Speaker  LINDA VAN DER LOO Learning Innovator, Futurist and Thought leader,  
   Blue Pebble Consulting 
Panellists  JESSICA MATTHYSEN Innovator and Change Agent, Head: Customer   
   Success, Alexander Forbes 
        DEBBIE CRAIG Managing Director, Catalyst Consulting

10:30–11:00 MORNING BREAK • Enjoy refreshments and network with seminar attendees and speakers

11:00–11:45 Rewarding and retaining people in a more digital future of work 

Employee turnover costs organisations huge amounts of time and money. To drive business 
performance, build strong teams and effectively retain people in a more digital future, we need to 
rethink our reward structures and also ensure that they are not purely money-orientated. What can 
we do to modernise the way we reward and retain our talent? In this session you will hear practical 
organisational experiences of how to:

 y Understand your people’s needs to tailor your future reward and benefit initiatives
 y  New methods to reward, motivate and retain people in a technology-enabled future
 y  Identify reward strategies that will engage the digital workforce

Speaker MARK BUSSIN Chairman, 21st Century 

conference programme
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11:45–12:30 Are you ready for the rise of the contingent workforce? Unpacking the South African context

Today’s dynamic flexible workforce is proving a double-edged sword. Yes, it has opened up access to 
talent like never before - skills are now available on demand but the shift from salaried employees to 
a mix of staffers, freelancers and contract workers has also thrown up issues for both HR and L&D. 

This presentation will unpack: 

 y  What research tells us 
 y  What does organisation design/structure look like with embracing a contingent workforce
 y  Contingent workforce management strategies 
 y  How HR can make an impact? 

Speaker LERATO SEMENYA Managing Executive, talentCRU

12:30–13:30 LUNCH • Learning conversations and connect over lunch with seminar attendees and speakers

13:30–14:45 How Gen Z will transform the future workplace 

Born when democracy in South Africa was in its infancy, Centennials (or Generation Z) did not 
experience the struggle against apartheid. They know South Africa as a noisy, unequal, complex 
country that is healing, growing and changing with them. This new generation also belonging to 
what we call the Me-Too era, and having shown their voice through actions like the Fees must fall 
movement, will make an impact to the way we work. What can leaders expect and how can they 
embrace these new entrants into the work space? Find out in this session. 

Lead Speaker  DOMINIC GAOBEPE Director and Diversity & Inclusion Specialist, Cohesion  
   Collective 
Panellists  BONGANI CHINKANDA CEO, HDI Youth 
   JESSI TOMKINSON GM: Graduate Talent Division, Student Village 

14:45–15:00 AFTERNOON BREAK • Enjoy refreshments and network with seminar attendees and speakers

15:00–15:45 The science of change – learning from Behavioural Science to drive people through    
transformation in a new world of work 

Everyone reacts differently to change. However, many leaders and employers fail to recognise 
this and expect their employees to adapt to change at equal rates, which often leads to further, 
unnecessary challenges. Developing an understanding of how brains work and why people react 
when confronted with change will help you to pre-empt and plan an effective strategy to lead 
people successfully through transformation. 

This expert talk will inspire you and give you the tools to:

 y Understand the psychological impact of change and different reactions to it
 y Foster a ‘growth mindset’ to enable people to embrace and thrive during change
 y Create a roadmap to effectively design and implement change in organisations

Speaker INGRA DU BUISSON- NARSAI Director and Organisational Psychologist, Neuro Capital

15:45–16:30 Preparing for the future of work 

This session will begin with a 20-minute presentation led by Jared Molkofrom Tellos (Former 
Head of Agencies, Google), who will then be joined by Vinolia Singh from Adcorp and Kelefetswe 
Boakgomo from Accenture, for an interactive discussion on how organisations can prepare.

The discussion will unpack: 

 y  The application of AI and how it changes the way we work 
 y  The role of human creativity in the future of work and how we should embrace Artificial Intelligence 
 y  How you can build resilience, grit and agility among your employees

Lead Speaker  JARED MOLKO Founder & Tech Humanist, Tellos (Former Head of  
   Agencies, Google) 
Panellists  VINOLIA SINGH Chief People Officer, Adcorp 
   BARRY VORSTER Partner/Director, People and Organisation, PwC 

16:30 CLOSE OF SEMINAR • Wrap up and departure 

conference programme
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PROF  
BHEKISIPHO TWALA
Professor in Artificial 
Intelligence & Data 
Science, Director School 
of Engineering, University 
of South Africa (UNISA)
Bhekisipho Twala is a 
Professor in Artificial 
Intelligence and Data 
Science with the 
Department of Electrical 
and Mining Engineering 
at the University of South 
Africa. Before then he 
was the Director of the 
Institute for Intelligent 
Systems at the University 
of Johannesburg (UJ) 
and was also Head of the 
Electrical and Electronic 
Engineering Science 
Department at UJ. Before 
then, Prof Twala was 
a Principal Research 
Scientist at the Council 
for Science and Industrial 
Research (CSIR) within 
the Modelling and Digital 
Science Unit (where he 
is currently an Advisor). 
Prof. Twala was also a 
post-doctoral researcher 
at Brunel University in 
the UK, mainly focussing 
on empirical software 
engineering research 
and looking at data 
quality issues in software 
engineering. His broad 
research interests 
include image and signal 
processing, multivariate 
statistics, applied and 
theoretical machine 
learning, knowledge 
discovery and reasoning 
with uncertainty, and 
the interface between 
statistics and computing, 
and has published over 
100 scientific papers. 

Prof. Bhekisipho Twala 
has a wide-ranging 
work experience in 
organisations ranging 
from banks, through 
universities, to 
governments.

JESSICA MATTHYSEN
Innovator and Change 
Agent, Head: Customer 
Success, Alexander 
Forbes 
Jessica Matthysen is 
currently the Head 
of Customer Success 
for Alexander Forbes 
Empower, a division 
of Alexander Forbes 
Corporate and Employee 
benefits business. 
Empower helps 
deliver human capital 
development and financial 
education to their clients 
powered by Degreed 
technology. She has been 
working with Alexander 
Forbes for 12 years, in 
positions including; 
Junior Board Chairman 
and member, Innovation 
Crucible consultant, 
Technical Systems Trainer 
and Technical specialist 
project manager. She 
has also been involved in 
special projects including 
the Group Culture Change 
programme and Innovator 
Disruptors project, 
being the only women 
shortlisted and making it 
to the top 4. Her passion 
lies in being creative, as 
well as a change agent 
tasked with inspiring a 
sense of shared purpose, 
giving voice to engine 
room staff and driving 
results. Jessica has a BA 
Degree in psychology 
and a cum laude in 

Anthropology. Her love 
for these subjects was 
born from a deep-seated 
need to understand the 
underlying mechanisms 
driving human behaviour 
and their interactions.

EMMA EL-KAROUT
Director, One Circle 
Emma is an ExCom-level 
HR Director with over 
20 years’ international 
experience, with a record 
of positively leading 
large Retail organizations 
through challenging 
change involving business 
turnarounds, refitting, 
automation and digital 
transformation. She 
consulted to Government 
Ministries on country-
wide people initiatives 
including the drafting of 
employment legislation 
and helped design the 
strategic workforce 
planning model and 
people policy for one of 
the largest Middle East 
oil companies. A true 
believer in democratising 
the workforce and an 
open-market approach 
to skills, Emma is the 
founder of ‘One Circle’ – 
supporting a new way for 
HR professionals to work.

JARED MOLKO
Founder & Tech 
Humanist, Tellos  
(Former Head of 
Agencies, Google)

Jared Molko is founder and 
CEO of Tellos, a company 
set out to improve mass 
job placement and skill 
development for the 
entry-level workforce. 
Previously he spent a 
distinguished 7-year 
career at Google where 
he worked in a variety 
of roles across Africa, 
Europe and the Middle 
East. Jared has spoken on 
behalf of Google at some 
of their most prestigious 
events (Mobile World 
Conference, Las Vegas 
Global Conference) as 
well as graced the TEDx 
stage on two occasions. 
He’s recently returned 
to South Africa and has 
now turned his attention 
towards understanding 
the impact of artificial 
intelligence on people 
and business. His focus is 
on what we need to do to 
adapt both as individuals 
and organisations in order 
to remain relevant and 
continue to create value 
in this new technological 
age. 

TALITHA MULLER
Future of Work 
Programme Manager, 
Deloitte
Throughout her career as 
a consulting organisational 
psychologist and systems 
implementer, Talitha 
has experience in the 
changing nature of work; 
strategy alignment 
workshops; organisational 
effectiveness, design 
and development; 
HR technology 
implementation 
and adoption; talent 
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management, 
employee engagement, 
team dynamics and 
effectiveness, and career 
development. She also 
gained experience in 
innovation programmes, as 
well as social collaboration 
strategy and platform 
design. As the Future 
of Work Programme 
Manager for Deloitte 
Africa, Talitha provides 
strategic guidance to 
clients on the impact of 
digital disruptions on how 
work gets done, where 
work gets done and by 
whom work gets done; and 
works with various cross-
functional teams within 
Deloitte in developing fit-
for-purpose strategies and 
solutions for clients’ future 
of work.

LINDA VAN DER LOO
Learning Innovator, 
Futurist and Thought 
leader, Blue Pebble 
Consulting 
Linda is a well-respected 
seasoned learning 
executive and thought 
leader with over 20 years’ 
experience in the learning, 
eLearning and digital 
technology space in SA 
and Africa. Throughout 
her career, Linda has 
been a natural learning 
innovator in the digital 
learning space constantly 
challenging the traditional 
learning thinking and way 
of doing. After 5 years 
Linda recently left her 
role as the Group Head 
of Learning for Standard 
Bank, a role which 
also included learning 
technology, solutions, 
assurance and innovation 

portfolios. Linda has made 
a conscious decision 
to take some much-
needed time out from the 
corporate world and have 
a career break to invest 
more time in herself and 
her future skills. Linda 
believes that L&D, as we 
know it will fundamentally 
need to be “reimagined” 
in order to deliver at the 
speed business, requires 
looking forward to playing 
a pioneering and change 
agent role in the new 
reimagined L&D “space” 
after her “time out”. Linda 
is planning to go back to 
her consulting roots and 
will re-join her business 
partner in their successful 
“niche” consultancy 
company Blue Pebble 
Consulting. 

LERATO SEMENYA
Managing Executive, 
talentCRU  
Lerato Semenya is the 
Managing Executive for 
talentCRU – enabling 
organisations to 
revolutionise the fulfilment 
and management of 
their workforce strategy 
using customised talent 
solutions. Smart, swift and 
compliant solutions for 
building permanent and 
contingent workforces. 
Communication and 
advocacy in the workforce 
strategy is her passion, 
developed and honed 
through her 16 year career 
which has spanned across 
IT, Strategy Development 
and Execution, in the 
Mining, Financial Services, 
Oil and Gas, IT industries 
. She is interested in 
constantly evaluating the 

influence of technology 
in the solutions available 
for the South African 
employment landscape, 
including the distillation 
of hype in latest trends 
in Human Resources 
and Talent Management, 
to ensure that trend 
evaluation is always done 
in conjunction with the 
business imperatives and 
strategic drivers.

DR MARK BUSSIN
Chairperson, 21 Century
Mark is the Chairperson of 
21 Century Pay Solutions 
Group, a specialist 
remuneration and HR 
consultancy. He has 
HR and remuneration 
experience across all 
industry sectors, and 
is viewed as a thought 
leader in this arena. 
Mark had held global 
executive positions for 
several multinational 
organisations including 
mining, FMCG and 
financial services 
organisations. He 
serves on and advises 
numerous Boards, Audit 
and Remuneration 
Committees. Mark 
holds a Doctorate in 
Commerce. He has 
published or presented 
over 450 popular articles 
and papers and 30 peer 
reviewed journal articles. 
Mark is a guest lecturer 
at several universities and 
supervises Masters’ and 
Doctoral theses in the HR, 
Leadership and Reward 
area. He is past President 
of SARA (South African 
Reward Association) and 
a past Commissioner 

for the remuneration of 
Public Office Bearers 
in the Presidency. Mark 
tutors for WorldatWork 
globally. Mark enjoys flying 
Cessna’s and loves his 
family time.

INGRA  
DU BUISSON-NARSAI
Director, NeuroCapital 
Ingra is a Registered 
Organisational 
Psychologist in private 
practice. She is the co-
founder and Director of 
NeuroCapital Consulting. 
which consults to some of 
South Africa’s leading and 
most admired companies.   
Ingra has 16 years of 
executive level experience 
in corporate South Africa, 
including as Group HR 
Director for Famous 
Brands Limited, Human 
Resources Executive 
(Aegis Insurance/RMBH 
Group), and HR Director 
(Usko/Bytes Technology). 
Academically, she holds a 
MComm (Organisational 
Psychology) degree, a 
BComm Hons (Strategic 
Management) degree, 
and a MSc degree in 
Neuroscience-based 
Leadership. She is currently 
pursuing a Ph.D., focusing 
on the behavioural 
markers of neuroscience-
based leadership. Ingra 
is a founding member of 
the International Neuro 
Practitioners Guild, and 
a frequent best practice 
“Sharer” at conferences, 
business schools and in 
the media. Her unique 
contribution is being a 
catalyst for change, using 
integrative organisational 
neuroscience. 
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DOMINIC GAOBEPE
Director and Diversity 
& Inclusion Specialist, 
Cohesion Collective 
Dominic Gaobepe is a 
dynamic speaker, trainer 
& entrepreneur. As a 
co-founder of Cohesion 
Collective he works with 
local and multinational 
companies to contribute 
towards social cohesion 
and nation building by 
enabling them to build 
the skillset & mindset 
of equality, diversity & 
inclusive leadership. He 
holds a Bachelors degree 
in Economics from Rhodes 
University. After graduating 
he worked within the 
Human Resources field 
for Unilever SA & South 
African Breweries, adding 
value and building 
expertise in the areas of 
leadership development, 
high performing 
teams & organisational 
transformation. 

JESSI TOMKINSON
GM: Graduate Talent 
Division, Student Village 
A youth specialist, public 
speaker and general lover 
of life. Jessi Tomkinson, 
the Director of Student 
Village’s young talent 
division, has over 10 
years of experience 
in talent acquisition, 
development and youth 
empowerment for South 

Africa’s best loved brands. 
The culmination of long-
standing partnerships with 
SA’s leading employers, 
and many years spent 
listening to their needs 
and suggestions has 
made Jessi a specialist in 
design, implementation 
and management of 
talent processes and 
principles. Her expertise 
has placed her at the 
forefront of workshops and 
speaking opportunities 
with these same brands, 
sharing valuable insights 
to attracting the younger 
talent that businesses 
need to succeed.Student 
Village is South Africa’s 
niche graduate talent hub 
where Jessi continues to 
work as a bridge between 
brands and graduates, 
helping them gain a better 
understanding of their 
Afrillennial workforce. 

BONGANI CHINKANDA
CEO, HDI Youth 
Born and raised in Malawi, 
Bongani Chinkanda 
was schooled in Harare, 
Zimbabwe before 
completing a degree 
at Rhodes University in 
Grahamstown. He is a 
strong believer in solving 
client business problems, 
specialising in the youth 
and mass markets, and is 
passionate about bringing 
big ideas to the people. 
Bongani worked in trade 
and shopper marketing 
for companies including 
Unilever, BP, Kraft Foods 
and Kimberly Clark from 
2003 until 2008 before 
embarking on a career in 
advertising.

VINOLIA SINGH
Chief People Officer, 
Adcorp 
Vinolia is a Chief People 
Officer at Adcorp, 
responsible for developing 
and executing human 
capital strategies across 
South Africa and Australia 
in support of the overall 
business transformation, 
the strategic direction 
of the organisation 
and preparation of 
our workplace for the 
future world of work. 
Her core competencies 
are to provide strategic 
leadership and insights 
by articulating human 
capital needs to the 
executive management 
team, shareholders and 
the board of directors and 
generating socioeconomic 
solutions by creating 
job opportunities and 
managing talent across a 
vast spectrum of industry 
sectors, job types and 
geographic regions.

DEBBIE CRAIG
Managing Director, 
Catalyst Consulting 
Debbie is the founder 
of Catalyst Consulting 
and holds a B.Comm, an 
MBA and is a qualified 
NLP practitioner, process 
facilitator, game ranger, 
reflexologist and Reiki 
Master. Debbie has over 
20 years’ experience 

in the field of strategy, 
leadership development, 
change management, 
talent management, 
high performance teams 
and organisational 
development. Her passion 
is transformation and 
empowerment. She has 
worked and consulted at 
leading local and global 
organisations in the 
private and public sector 
throughout Southern 
Africa and internationally.

BARRY VORSTER
Partner/Director, PwC
Barry currently leads the 
South African Developing 
People proposition at PwC. 
He has been involved in 
the HR and IT arenas since 
1994.  He began his career 
as a lecturer in Afrikaans 
Linguistics at the University 
of Potchefstroom and 
has since worked for the 
University of Zululand, 
ABSA Bank, Africa Growth 
Network, IBM/Lotus, 
AST, EPI –USE and PwC. 
He has over 15 years of 
consulting experience, 
gained both locally and in 
Europe and has worked 
across both public and 
private sectors working 
with companies such as 
RMB, Sanlam, Botswana 
Power Corporation, 
Momentum, BMW, 
Mercedes Benz, Kumba, 
PetroSA, BAT, and Anglo 
Platinum to name but a 
few. Barry holds a Master’s 
degree in Computer-
Aided Education from the 
University of Pretoria and 
is a Master HR Practitioner 
with the SABPP.
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Do you have a solution or product you want to exhibit and 
show to decision makers?
With over two decades of experience and a reputation for providing service of uncompromising quality with 
exceptional passion, our conferences attract large numbers of delegates from various fields, including Human 
Resources, Leadership, Marketing, Coaching and Mentoring, Remuneration, and more. 

In addition, we present an annual line-up of C-Suite Conferences that are largely attended by executive level directors 
and business leaders from many of the top 500 companies accross the country.    

Sponsors and exhibitors have the opportunity to network with many executive leaders and decision 
makers in business today. Use your presence and expose your brand at KR high level conferences to:

 y Increase brand awareness with exposure during pre-events and conferences
 y Increase visibility in focused markets – as an exhibitor at an event, your stand will be strategically placed within the 

registration/refreshment area guaranteeing high volume delegate traffic 
 y Communicate your message to highly experienced authorities and executive leaders in business
 y Enjoy unmatched opportunities to network with colleagues, customers and new prospects 
 y Generate sales leads and educate your target market
 y Elevate your company profile
 y Introduce or demonstrate your services and products to a captive audience and key target market

ENQUIRE FOR SPONSORSHIP AND EXHIBITION PACKAGES

CONTACT INFORMATION
ADDRESS: Cnr Rivonia Road and West Street, Sandton, JHB
TEL: +27 (11) 286 1000
EMAIL: info.sandton.johannesburg@radissonblu.com

RADISSON BLU 
GAUTRAIN HOTEL
This Johannesburg hotel in Sandton  
is perfectly located

The Radisson Blu Gautrain Hotel, Sandton 
Johannesburg is located within walking 
distance of exclusive shopping, public 
transportation and the city’s premier business 
district. The famous Nelson Mandela Square 
and the popular Sandton City shopping mall are 
only 500 meters from our hotel in the upscale 
suburb of Sandton. Situated across the street 
from our hotel near Johannesburg’s city center, 
the Sandton Gautrain Station connects guests 
to the lively Pretoria and Soweto neighborhoods 
as well as the O.R. Tambo International Airport. 

Get SMART answers to your most pressing challenges
Receive 15% discount when you buy at the KR books exhibition stand during this conference

E-books availble to buy online • www.kr.co.za
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registration fee 2019 EXCL. VAT

31 July 2019 | One-day FUTURE OF WORK SEMINAR 2019 R 4 100.00  

Registration fees exclude VAT.  INCLUDES speaker slides, parking, refreshments, snacks, lunch and seminar material.

seta grants and accreditation requirements

Many of our delegates enquire about the accreditation of our events. There is a misconception that organisations qualify for SETA 
grants only for accredited programmes. This is not correct. The payment of SETA grants is regulated by the Government Gazette, no. 
9867, Vol. 570, 3 December 2012, no. 35940. These Regulations clearly state that the SETAs “must allocate a mandatory grant to a levy 
paying employer” that has submitted a WSP and ATR by the regulated date, has provided all the information required in the regulated 
template, and is up to date with skills levy payments. Furthermore, the template in the Regulations (Section C: Skills Development) 
allows employers to include ALL planned training in the report; not only accredited programmes.

special offers
• Register 3 delegates and the 4th delegate attends free of charge!
• HR Think Tank Members qualify for 20% discount – contact Zia Attlee for membership +27 (11) 706 6009 | zia@knowres.co.za
• Special discount for registered NPOs, small businesses (30 / less employees) & full-time lecturers at universities – contact us for more 

information!

how to register
ONLINE EMAIL PHONE

WWW.KR.CO.ZA Email completed form 
magdeline@knowres.co.za

MAGDELINE MATLATSE 
+27 (11) 706 6009

terms and conditions of registration
Payment must be received before the event takes place. KR reserves the right to refuse admission where evidence of payment cannot 
be shown. 

CONFIRMATION OF BOOKING 
If you have not received confirmation, in writing, of your booking before the event, please contact us on +27 (11) 706 6009  to confirm 
that we have received your registration. 

SOMETHING HAS COME UP AND YOU CAN’T ATTEND 
If you cannot make it to the event, you have several options (the below options need to be received in writing): 
• You may send a substitute delegate in your place, please inform the Customer Care Department of the new name for registration 

purposes. No additional charges will be applicable for substitutions. 
• You may transfer at no extra charge to another event, provided you do so in writing at least 10 working days before the event. Transfers 

within the 10 working days will be charged an administration fee of 20% 
• You may cancel your registration, in writing, up to 10 working days before the event takes place. Cancellations inside of 10 days will be 

liable for the full fee 
• Unfortunately, no refund or credit can be given to delegates who do not attend without giving prior notice 
• Registrations received during the 10 working days before the event date, will not be excluded from any terms & conditions 
In the event of unforeseen circumstances KR reserves the right to change the programme content, the speakers, the venue or the date. You 
will be notified no less than 5 working days prior to an event. Should the event be postponed, you will have the option to attend the next 
available date of the relevant event. The registration fee will be credited on delegate accounts, should they opt not to attend the next available 
date of the relevant event or in the case where an event is cancelled. 

PAYMENT •  PAYMENT MUST BE RECEIVED BEFORE THE EVENT TAKES PLACE
• Payments should be made to KNOWRES (PTY) LTD T/A KR.  
• Electronic Transfer or Direct Deposit into our bank account, validated by email copy of transaction slip:  Nedbank Central Gauteng  |  

Account Type: Nedbank Current | Account No.: 1098473477  |  Branch Code: 12840500  |  Email: magdeline@knowres.co.za

FUTURE OF WORK SEMINAR 2019
31 JULY 2019 | RADISSON BLU GAUTRAIN HOTEL SANDTON • JOHANNESBURG



FREE

booking made by (name & surname):

Company:

Company VAT number: Department:

Email: Phone:

Postal address: Physical address:

Postal code: Postal code:

Date: Signature:

By signing this registration form, the delegates agree to the enclosed terms and conditions

delegate 1 delegate 2

Name: Name:

Title: Mr / Mrs / Miss / Dr / Prof Title: Mr / Mrs / Miss / Dr / Prof

Designation: Designation:

Email: Email:

Phone: Phone:

Cellular: Cellular:

Dietary requirements: Dietary requirements:

delegate 3 delegate 4

Name: Name:

Title: Mr / Mrs / Miss / Dr / Prof Title: Mr / Mrs / Miss / Dr / Prof

Designation: Designation:

Email: Email:

Phone: Phone:

Cellular: Cellular:

Dietary requirements: Dietary requirements:

credit card payment mark appropriate box VISA MASTERCARD AMEX DINERS

Cardholder: Expiry date: CCV number:

Card number: Amount (Total incl. VAT):

Date: Signature:

Once payment has been made please email through proof of payment with the event’s name in the subject line. 
PLEASE NOTE Delegates will not be allowed entry to the event if payment has not been received. 

registration form

CONNECT WITH US W W W. K R .CO. Z A
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